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Pattern and Space Organization of landscape Material

In Painting

It was Aristotle who first expressed the idea that sui

artist should toe more than just an "Imitater of Nature" as

Plato had stated. It was Aristotle's toelief that an artist

should concern himself with what he calls the "Essence of

Natxire". He sees the artist as an organizer of human

experience. As such the artist does not copy nature literally

amd indiscriminately tout rather selectively and creatively,

Aristotle states that the purpose of the artist is to express

the "truth" or the "universal" in life or rather to discover

those things which are meaningful and significant and present

these in a discriminating, discerning, and effective way.

In order to produce or express what is the "Universal"

the artist must produce a work which Aristotle said was to

have "Internal Unity". A painting which has this unity is one

in which all of the parts are so interrelated "if any of them

is displaced or removed the whole would toe disjointed and

disturbed." As Aristotle reasoned "a thing whose presence or

atosenoe makes no visible difference is not an organic part

of the whole.M (1)

To sum up this philosophy in contemporary terms would toe

(1) Jerome Stolnitz, Aesthetics and Philosophy of Art
Criticism, Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston, 1960
pp. 117-128.



to state that an artist shouJ-d try to he selective in his

choice of subject matter» be creative in the use of materials

and media, be discriminating in the presenting of meaningful

and significant discoveries and observations, and be able to

present the whole in an effective way.

It was not the intention of the writer to bring Aristotle

into this paper to lend an aura of respectability. Ever since

reading this work already cited it has been felt that this

idea of Aristotle's would be a fairly good "mle of thumb" by

which to gage one's painting efforts, and also be a good point

of departure or a framework for a contemporary approach to

painting. It lends itself well to the subject of this paper.

The choice of landscape for this purpose is again some

what attributed to Aristotle. Two elements that Aristotle felt

that the artist should concern himself with are "nature" and

"human experience". Perhaps the reason that landscape as

subject matter for painting has for so long been a fascination

to artists is because that in the landscape the artist can

express so many things that are evident at the point where

"human experience" and "natxire" meet. Many of the paintings

that have been selected, therefore, contain objects or

elements in which man has related himself to his environment

by things he has built, constructed, or made. There are also

paintings which contain only natural forms for the reason that

one of the Joys of human experience is the appreciation of

nature. The pattern and spacial considerations are, however,

common to both.



The pattern and spacial organization of the landscape

material is arbitrary. It is based on several types of

observations that have been made. One such observation is

that on every hand there is abundant evidence that there is

order. This order exists even in what may appear to be dis

order. Each living thing reproduces itself and in many cases

in a very lush and profuse ecology. This order continues

even thotagh in everything there is constant change. Mountains

that are the symbol of the unmovable are the results of thermal

or pressure upheavals and are subject to erosion which is

similar eOmost anywhere on earth. This points up the fact

that change may be rapid and observable or of such a mag

nitude as to be only xanderstood historically, but the change

does occur and seems to follow very definite patterns. Tides

ebb and flow and are quite predictable. Seasons follow one

another in such order that Rose Pestivals, Rhododendron

Festivals, and Lilac Festivals can be dated years in advance.

Because of this order I have stmictured the paintings as

far as organization of the subject material is concerned in

such a way as to call to the attention of the observer that

this is not mere illustration but that there is significance

in the fact that in nature there is order. To do this I first

consider the empty canvas as a whole and a completeness that

I wish to maintain. Usually the first step is to divide the

canvas into two or three and sometimes more dissimilar spaces.

The subject matter is then considered in relation to these

original divisions. In many instances the subject material



itself suggests wlmt these main areas of division are to be.

These areas are then divided and subdivided as the material

seems to suggest until the smallest subdivision may be only

a brush stroke. The result as has been states is arbitrary

and deliberately chosen for the purposes already stressed.

Perhaps the most fascinating thing about landscape is the

fact though each representational shape has its own identity

its completeness is not realized without other associated

identities. These entities combine then to form a larger

whole or mit. The paradox is that a shape may read as one

thing but at the same time in combination may read as a

different structure. This apparent psuradox, however, is the

direct result of observations of nattrral landscape,

A seemingly isolated group of buildings, docks, and boats

at the water's edge are there only because the sea is there.

The sea that provides food and occupation is as necessary to

the buildings as is the proximity of the buildings to the sea

that provides man with a basis of operation for his activities

in earning a living from the sea. These btiildings, docks, and

boats are always fascinating because of their seeming haphaz-

ardness. They are where they are, however, because man needs

them there. Again, waves break a^^inat rook and sand in

partioulstr patterns that are consistent enough and spectaculso-

enough to become roadside attractions. Sea an entity and rock

an entity but together at a particular place producing a sight

seeing wonder becatise of their mutual co-existence as a part

of nature. A derelict barn and a broken fence exist because



at a particular tlmo there was a proximity to a pasture which

became the foraging place for cattle. The fence was needed to

control the cattle and the bam to store food. Bam, fence,

and pasture are botmd together because again of man*s need.

The combining of shapes to produce more significant forms

of a different magnitude are in a sense an attempt to show

that seemingly nothing exists as an isolated entity. Even to

have a visiial report it is necessary to have a figure-field

relationship. As has already been stated the selection of the

landscape material has been arbitrary and the pattern and

space organization is structtired to emphasize certain aspects

of subject matter which I believe to be important.

Beyond the mnemonic or philosophical approach to painting

there is, of course, the actual problem of the organization of

the landscape in such a way as to produce an effective visual

image. That is the actual painting of the landscape and the

organization of line, form, and shape and the use of color and

value to produce the painting. Seme of these aspects have

already been described. The dividing of the entire picture

area into a few large areas which are the "backbone" of the

structuring process is first} then the organization of the

subject matter material aro\ind this backbone. The combining

process of subject matter forms has already been stated. This

combining of shapes to more significant shapes requires care

ful study and involves certain visual j^oblems as well.

In the combining of shapes consideration must be given to

the edges of these shapes if combining is to take place



effectively. Usually in a graphic representation the edge

of a shape represents a change of plane, or it is sometimes

refenred to as a discontinuing surface, fhe obvious way is

to rely on a change in value. However, Just as there are

other indications of this edge in nature so in painting there

are varioiis ways in which this change can be represented.

Overlapping of forms produces one type of relationship,

change of color but not of value is another indication, a

oast shadow forming patterns on a surface may indicate a

change of pleuie. I have indicated several of these

possibilities and organized the landscape materials in '

several of the paintings to emphasize this particular phase

of picture making.

Color is a very important part of the pattern and space

organization in the landscape. Since the luminous qualities

of pigment and light are so different it is necessary many

times to adjust the pigmentation in order to tsdce full

advantage of the potential of color as well as to proximate

the observed color in the landscape if that is desirable.

Color selection again as in the organization of other elements

in the painting haa been arbitrary. To gain luminosity in a

painting it is necessary to force the colors to a higher

intensity than would be prevalent in nature in order to gain

a similar effect on canvas. Value changes as well as color

changes may have to be overdone to gain luminosity. The

opposite may also be necessary for certain effects. This

color adjusting of the painting can only take place when the



painting is well on its way to being completed. It is

obvious that colors modify each other when placed in a close

relationship to each other on the canvas. In the exper

imenting with color I have organized some of the landscapes

so that there is an emphasis of a particulaup color. In

others I have experimented with the elimination of one part

of the spectmm for certain effects. Still another technique

employed is to use one color, say a blue, and use it either

direct with value and intensity oheingee or in a mixture with

every other color used throughout the painting. The purpose

is to try to achieve a synthesis of color so that there

appears to be a single tonal quality throxighout.

To go into detail of the infinite number of thought

processes smd manipulative processes required to bring a

painting to a completion is not the intention of this paper.

I have tried to lay down rather broad principles in the

selection of subject matter for the landscape as well as the

main problems involved in pattern and spacial considerations

as they apply to landscape material. In brief I have tried

to show that the arbitrary structuring of the paintings that

are presented here are the result of observation and an

attempt to call attention to the observer that in nature there

is abimdant evidence of order. I have explained why I have

used in some cases an almost architectural approach to the

organization of the material to again call attention to the

fact that the subject matter especially in landscape can

not be thought of as isolated entities but rather as mutually



existent with other entities. Again I have tried to establish

rationale for the arbitrary vuae of color in many of the

paintings. In all I have tried to establish that the material

of landscape is given pattern and spacial considerations for

the purpose of emphasizing to the viewer certain facts which

are pertinent and which have meaning and significance over

and above the mere representation of natural form.

I have tried to structure the paintings in such a way that

they appear to be complete in themselves even though the

materisQ. selected may come from a great many more entities

that are immediate to those which were chosen for the

particular painting. In this I have heeded Aristotle's

admonition "a thing whose presence or absence msdces no

visible difference is not an organic part of the whole".

In this presentation I have included a few still life

paintings and one figure study to show that the ideas that

have been presented are not limited to just landscape but

that pattern and spacial considerations can be the concern

of all types of painting as far as subject matter goes.
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